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… They were sitting on their sumptuous tempreg (temperature regulated) foam plastic couch opposite the
fireplace. Above it the normally beautiful crystal mirror had, by the flick of a switch, become an illuminated
chessboard with its thirty-two chessmen. The two players, each holding a miniature chess game in his hands,
watched the large board over the fireplace intently. As each player moved a pawn or other piece on his handboard, the corresponding move on the large illuminated board followed electronically. Had there been company,
everyone could have watched the progress of the game from all over the room.
But that memorable night they were alone—Duke Dubois, famed professor of physics at Columbia University,
and his wife, Donny, beautiful and sensuous ex-haute couture model and daughter of Auguste Hawthorne, dean of
the School of Engineering at Columbia.
Professor Dubois, an inventor of note, was at home in practically any branch of science, including sexology. A
Nobel prizewinner for his recent discovery, the Cosmitronic Field Theory, he had won worldwide fame at the age
of thirty-six. The couple lived in a large two-storey stone and marble villa in a secluded spot on the Palisades
overlooking the Hudson, in New Jersey. The house was crammed with Dubois’ own devices and inventions—
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from the tempreg couch to the electronichess over the mantelpiece.
Dubois, who had patented a one-man cosmiflyer (a six-inch cosmic power generator which is strapped to the
back and operates like a rocket without a hot exhaust), was accustomed to fly directly from his home over the
Hudson to the University, returning in the same manner evenings.
The couple, much to their regret, had no children.
*
It was 2330 when Dubois and his wife went to bed that night. Reclining on their auto bedprop, they were
watching the late Color Picture News as it flashed on the large bedroom mirror when, without warning, the
dateline, June 24, 1996, the picture, sound and news all disappeared together. Simultaneously, a small tornado
roared into the bedroom from the open west and south windows. The flimsy nightgown of Duke’s wife was neatly
ripped off her and disappeared through the west window, leaving her completely nude. Duke, wearing the latest
style one-piece abrijama fared better—at least he stayed dressed.
He immediately noted that his normal weight of 170 pounds had almost vanished and that the tornado-like
wind was not the reason. He and Donny held on desperately to the top of the bed while all sorts of light household
objects sailed past them, some of them colliding painfully with their bodies. Donny’s array of perfume bottles
seemed to explode as the glass stoppers, popping like champagne corks in the rarefied air, sucked the perfume out
in colored, miniature comet-like tails which disappeared through the window.
Duke and Donny had a hard time breathing. Their bodies by now were floating horizontally while they were
still frantically clutching the top of the bed. Donny’s screams sounded faintly in the tornado’s roaring blast, as did
Duke’s shouted encouragements.
“The house must be in a near-weightless, negative-gravitational field,” he yelled. “I can’t weigh more than 20
pounds. There are some 20,000 cubic feet of air in the house that normally weigh 1,600 pounds—but now weigh
only 150 or 160 pounds. Heavy new outside air is being sucked in with a weight difference of some 1,400 pounds
—that creates the tornado, since the lighter air is pushed out violently.”
While he spoke, the air suddenly calmed down and both Donny and Duke sank gently, like two falling leaves,
exhausted on their large double bed. Duke, always the man of science, suddenly jumped from his reclining
position, but instantly regretted the move, as his head collided with the ceiling. Ruefully rubbing his forehead, he
slowly landed on his feet, then cautiously made his way to the bathroom. He stepped on his spring scale and said:
“See, what I said is right. I weigh exactly 18 pounds, just 10 percent of my 180 pounds weight!”
He gingerly picked up his featherweight wife and placed her on the scale.
“Well, what do you say now? You won’t have to reduce any more—a scant 13 pounds, just about 10 percent of
your old weight!”
Unaccustomed to their new and lighter weight, they groped their way to the window over the litter of household paraphernalia cluttering the floor.
The usual street scene was no longer in evidence—neither lawn nor trees nor sidewalk. Instead, they looked
with wonder on a dense purplish haze or fog, quite impenetrable to their eyes. Slowly they picked their way
through the other rooms on the floor, past broken mirrors, pictures hanging at crazy angles, torn lamp shades,
demolished glassware and bric-a-brac. The view through the other windows was the same—a dense, purple haze.
Out on the porch, which was also a shambles, Duke took a few steps toward the haze, then hastily withdrew.
“Damn if it isn’t charged!” he exclaimed excitedly. “I can’t get near it—even at this distance I’m tingling all
over. It must be a force-field of tremendous energy. This certainly is exciting—I never encountered the like of it in
physics.” After a little pause,
“Shades of Einstein, it looks as if we’ve been kidnapped! Let’s get back to the bedroom, quick!”
There he dialed the operator, but got only a loud static roar and a faint busy signal. He then tried to call his
father in Hoboken, N.J., then the New York Times, then Columbia University—but all lines were uniformly
roaring and busy. He doubted that he could have been able to carry on an intelligible conversation even if his
party had answered.
Dejected, both he and Donny sat down on their bed.
“Do you think we’re still on Earth?” ventured Donny, white and trembling and still quite nude. Duke
laughingly soothed her with a kiss and explained,
“We’re still on terra firma; otherwise the phone line would be cut. You noticed that when I turned on the hot
water a few minutes ago, it still worked as usual. Also, since all our house lights are atomelectronic, they are selfcontained and don’t depend on outside current. And, as you observed, our Color Picture News is out, so there’s
little use trying our other electronic communications—they’ll be out, too.”
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So saying, he switched on in turn the city telibrary, the teletheater (live from San Francisco’s Orpheum), the
telunar space show (live from the moon’s interior)—but there was only a shattering roar on all the channels, just
as he suspected would happen.
While he was still talking, first bonny, then Duke faintly noted a somewhat peculiar pungent, musky scent.
Gradually it became stronger. It was indescribably soothing, yet tingling to the senses. As Donny analyzed it later,
it had a powerful aphrodisiac quality that inexplicably aroused her.
Duke immediately divined its purpose: it had an extremely powerful effect on his spinal nerves and erotogenic
centers. The tumescent effect was overpowering and within seconds, he as well as Donny dismissed their recent
extraordinary experiences and everything else from their minds except animal passion. Duke ripped off his
abrijamas and flung himself passionately at the nude form of his wife in a marital union such as humanity had
never experienced before. Days later he was to make these notes of his experiences:
Ever since the advent of the human race, man had been chained securely to his gravity-dominated planet. Even
standing for any length of time was tiring. Lying down was not always restful, particularly if one was overweight.
Being thin was not helpful, either, because the necessary energy, muscular and nervous, was usually deficient.
During marital union, since the average male weighed 170 pounds and his mate 125, the couple was quickly
exhausted, chiefly because of their weight. More so in the hot seasons.
When couples were overweight, marital intercourse generally became unsatisfying to both. This was particularly
true with the male in the superior position.
Sexologists have been contending for ages that there is no new thing under the sun in sex. It is literally true that
nothing new in sexual relations between the sexes has been experienced in thousands of years. The ancient East
Indians, in their famed temples of Kranach, Bharat, Konarak, Orissa, Khajurado and others, left us their fabulous
sculptures, as part of their phallic worship, in every imaginable sexual position and junction.
Space flight, for the first time since the beginning of humanity, added a new dimension to sex expression—
weightlessness.
During the pioneering years of space flight, when unmanned rocket ships and later manned atomflight came into
use, man had no opportunity for actual conjugal relations in spaceships. Indeed, during the early exploration flights to
the moon, only male crews were allowed and of these a large percentage perished. Even when the first moon flights
with standard atom transports were inaugurated in 1975, passengers still had to be strapped to their seats to avoid
“weightlessness chaos.” This condition is true even today and will remain so until 1999, when we will have our first
cabin-equipped transports, according to Translunar Space Lines. Up to then, there will be no private space cabins,
hence no “free fall”—weightless honeymoon en route to the moon.
According to the current 1996 Space Almanac, it was Col. George Adamos, of the U.S. Atomic Forces, and his wife,
Frances, who experienced the first and historic human marital intercourse of partial weightlessness in 1977 on the
moon. But as a human weighing 150 pounds on earth weighs 24¾ pounds on the moon, the weight is still considerable.
He described his experiences in detail in U. S. Space Medicine for Dec. 1977, pointing out that the energy output during
even vigorous intercourse is greatly lowered on the moon. He called attention to the fact that this is of great importance
to elderly people and, particularly, to cardiac (heart) cases, who should be greatly benefited by several months’ stay on
the moon. It was also in that magazine article that Col. Adamos made his now famous historic remark:
“When man has finally conquered gravity and has experienced total weightlessness, then and then only will
fortunate lovers taste fully the exquisite fruits of the gods, when, released from the ancient gravitational chains while
floating in free and caressing space, they are joined in ecstatic bliss.”
That Donny and I should be one of the first humans to experience marital bliss in total weightlessness was, in a way,
no great surprise. After we had weighed ourselves that memorable night of June 24-25, 1996, and found our weights to
be 13 pounds and 18 pounds respectively, I expected almost anything. During our ensuing induced marital
conjunctions, we suddenly found ourselves floating free in space, directly above our bed. Whoever for the moment was
directing our destiny had reduced the gravity of our house and its contents to zero. It occurred to me that the purple
haze-wall prevented all air motion for the time being, and for that reason there was little disturbance of objects. But we
—the two humans on the bed—were in full marital kinetic motion. As we now had zero weight, the slightest reaction
projected us away from the bed’s surface into the air above.
We tumbled delightfully about the room, clutched tightly together in the most grotesque positions. We bumped into
walls and ceilings, but in a few seconds learned to ward off collisions with hands or feet. As we weighed nothing, we
did not have to expend the usual laborious muscular effort; hence the session lasted far longer and was much less
exhausting than in full gravity.
Here both of us must confess that we completely lost track of all passage of time. We have no clear idea when we
first embraced and when we ended this extraordinary and so altogether exhilarating and satisfying experience.
However, we now know that the love accouplement must have lasted for at least one full hour.
We finally drew apart-still in mid-air-and by deft, acrobatic maneuvering regained the surface of the bed for a short
rest. Such is lifelong habit that we did not at once realize that in zero gravitation, a bed is only a hindrance, which at
best only heats the body where it contacts the bed-sheet. Hence we soon floated upward once more, a feat which was
accomplished by the merest pressure of a finger against the bed. We were now floating, separated by less than a foot.
As we were stretched out and rigid, we soon hung motionless in space, but imperceptibly, little by little, under the laws
of universal gravitation, the masses of our bodies exerted their mutual attraction on each other and soon we were in
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physical contact again. But just as this occurred, the pungent aphrodisiac odor permeated the air once more, with the
original result.
This time, a vague suspicion, which had formed slowly, became a certainty.
“Donny,” I whispered excitedly, “we are being forced to perform and are under observation by some alien and
diabolical super-intelligence. We must have been under continuous and minute investigation ever since this started.”
“But what can we do?” This in her dreamy and no longer alarmed voice. “Besides, this is a much too wonderful
experience—let them!”
Normally, my extremely prim and correct wife would have been horrified and would have recoiled from being spied
on during what she calls “life’s most sacred moments.” Yet under the powerful effect of the mysterious sexological
emanation, the normal defenses of both of us were completely paralyzed. Pure, stark animal desire possessed us so
overwhelmingly that it drove everything else from our consciousness.
Once more for a long time, we found ourselves in paradise, oblivious to everything. This was repeated several more
times during the night until, finally exhausted—and gradually becoming resentful against the alien, superior force—we
fell into a beneficial sleep.
It was nine o’clock when we woke, somewhat confused and “beat up,” as one feels after an extended orgy. All
muscles and ligaments were aching in both of us after the unusual activity we had undergone. Despite our
extraordinarily delightful experiences, never even imagined before, the inevitable reaction set in and we were soon
boiling-angry. We fumed, we snarled like two wounded animals. I shook my fist at the invisible entity that had
degraded us; I swore as I never had before. Donny, hysterical and screaming, battered the mattress with both fists in an
explosion of anger and resentment.
This was but the natural result of our hurt and bruised pride, our dignity as humans, vented against our captors who
had treated us as if we were trained fleas. Suddenly, realizing the futility of our exhibition and divining that we were
still under surveillance, we sobered completely and looked sheepishly at each other.
“Gravitation fully restored,” I noted. “They must have turned it on very gradually while we slept, otherwise there
would have been a reverse tornado.”
“Yes,” said Donny, “these unspeakable creatures restored the full air pressure at the same time, I think. And it’s
getting hot; that damned purple haze is still there, too.”
“Yes, it looks as if we are still held captive—I wonder how long we will be under compulsive observation.”
I walked over and closed the windows and snapped on the glass-pane tempconditioners.\fn{Electronic, nonmechanical air-conditioning appliances. They are made of porous transparent glass that is also a semiconductor. It
absorbs moisture from the air and cools the air simultaneously.} I noticed that the electronic glass became frosty as
usual, which meant that the wiring to the house atompower plant in the basement was still connected and functioning.
“We’d better have breakfast,” I ordered Donny, grumpishly. “We both are as hungry as a swarm of locusts after that
enforced ‘labor of love.’”
“Good God,” Donny interrupted suddenly, while making breakfast, with a wild look at me, “you don’t think they’ll
turn on that sex-incense, or whatever that devilishness is, once more!”
“No use fighting against it—they probably will, and there’s nothing we can do about it!”
“But can’t we rig up some exhaust or blower?”
“No, that wouldn’t work. We’re surrounded with some sort of airtight enclosure—see that purplish wall—and all the
air we breathe will be permeated with any drug or emanation they inject into it.”
“But suppose we dress fully, me with my elastic panty girdle, you with your winter underwear—anything, so we
don’t have to go through that degrading forced performance again. I am satiated; the very thought of sex makes me
scream.”
“Darling,” I sighed, “since last night you have felt only a very miniscule fraction of this alien entity’s power. From
what little we have experienced, I suspect that the intelligence of our captors must be millions of years ahead of our
civilization; hence I am certain that they can make us do anything they wish. Incidentally, when we come under the
influence of the—let’s call it insexenc—again, I know that in no time flat we shall be compelled to undress and obey
their will. I am so certain of their superior intelligence that there seems no use fighting against it. Right now we’re like
a captured anthill in a scientist’s well-equipped laboratory. We are the silly, helpless ants, studied by the entomologist,
who learns all about our behavior, our biological structure, our mating habits, our life cycle and anything else he—or
they—want to know.”
“But,” Donny ventured, “why don’t we see our captors, and why don’t they talk with us, or at least communicate
with us?”
For some reason, this question made me laugh uproariously.
“Don’t be silly; have you ever heard of a scientist who communicated with an ant or talked to their queen? With its
restricted vision, an ant has never seen a human, certainly not in its full perspective. And why should a human want to
communicate with an ant? They’ve done it in science fiction, but serious scientists have no way of reaching the
‘mentality’ of an ant, even knowing their social organization is over 50 million years ahead of ours. There is a good
possibility that ants for their part may have tried to communicate with us for millions of years, but we are too ignorant,
or haven’t the tools or senses to intercept their messages—if there are any. You must understand that humans are late,
newcomer-freaks on this earth and still have lots to learn.”
There was a long pause white we wolfed down the equivalent of four breakfasts. Finally Donny, fingering her throat,
whispered, awestruck,
“Do you think that this—they—whoever they are, came from outer space?”
“Before I can give an intelligent answer to that, I must have much more information about them. We don’t as yet
know exactly what they are after; whether they are friendly and merely wish to study us, or whether they are hostile and
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have come to subjugate the entire earth, our lives and our institutions. Anything is possible. They may come from the
far depths of space, they may come from an entirely different time-dimension from ours, they may come from an
adjacent hyper-space, or from an interatomic world. We know so little of our multifaceted, illimited universe that the
most impossible conjecture today becomes commonplace tomorrow.”
I had not finished my sentence when we both heard a strange series of noises on the floor, still littered with debris.
As we watched spellbound, we saw broken pieces of a large vase and glass splinters from a mirror and various other
demolished objects rejoin themselves in mid-air as if by magic. It was as if we were looking at a movie running in
reverse. In far less time than it takes to tell about it, every object that had been broken or destroyed had been
rematerialized as if it had never been broken! But for a fraction of a second just after the pieces had been fitted
together, there was a momentary blur, as if the object had been whisked away. More inexplicable, during that vanishing
moment, the vases, all bric-a-brac, mirrors, lamp shades—in short, everything broken or torn—had been whisked back
in place, completely restored and replaced where it had been before the house-tornado.
We had watched this super-performance that took only a few seconds with fascinated, openmouthed wonder and
disbelief.
“Now, how in the world—it just can’t be!” gasped Donny.
It took me a while to collect my senses, but suddenly I thought I had the answer.
“Not so impossible as it looks; it’s been anticipated for a long time, ever since the old days of wireless.\fn{ See
“Wireless on Mars,” Modern Electronics magazine, Feb., 1909, page 394.} In 1909, a scientist described how solids
could be dematerialized and sent through space by means of radio waves. At the receiving end, the solids (or liquids)
were rematerialized once more. That is the process—probably much improved—which you just witnessed. Evidently
our super-intelligent captors are not only super orderly but also move like lightning!”

Dubois and his wife were still sitting at the breakfast table when they felt a slight shaking of the house.
Simultaneously, brilliant sunshine broke through the windows for the first time since their “capture.” They rushed
out on the porch and saw that the purple haze had vanished.
Hundreds of people in the street surged forward toward them. Photographers and reporters suddenly assaulted
their house in a solid phalanx. Hastily throwing on dressing gowns, they allowed some twenty shouting people
inside, all reporters and photographers.
Outside there was pandemonium.
*
A hush fell on the reporters and photographers when Otto Salzbrecht of the New York Times, dean of New
York’s newsmen, cleared his throat and respectfully addressed the distinguished couple.
“Professor Dubois, allow me to hand you your two undelivered copies of my paper, which I found on your
outside letter box. We know you have had no news for the past two days, and—”
Dubois leaped from his chair and almost tore the papers from the reporter’s hand. He looked at the dates, June
25 and 26, and sank bewildered into his chair. He passed his hand over his forehead and glanced strangely at his
wife. The reporters looked questioningly at each other, sensing something extraordinary. They were not mistaken.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” said Dubois in a strained and tired voice, “we have gone through a vast assortment of
extraordinary experiences in a short length of time. But the latest one, which you just gave us, is perhaps most
significant.”
The reporters and photographers stared uncomprehendingly as Dubois continued.
“When we woke up at 9:00 AM this morning, we were quite certain that our trials began last night, but now we
find that our adventure began the day before yesterday. Somehow there is a whole day for which we cannot
account. True, we were ravenously hungry on awakening, but it seemed to us that we had slept only a few short
hours. It now appears as if our captors experimented on us for a full twenty-four hours while we were completely
unconscious—or else we were transported into an entirely alien space/time continuum for some incomprehensible
purpose. Whatever experiences we had in those twenty-four lost hours were completely blotted out from our
memories. Perhaps our captors don’t want us to know too much! It’s most bewildering and sinister in its
implications.”
There was a pause and a great deal of excited murmuring. Then once more reporter Salzbrecht spoke:
“Professor, will you please give us a full report of your experiences to bring us up to date? We know what’s
going on outside, but we know little of the inside.”
“In a moment,” said Dubois, “but first I must have an inkling of who or what our captors are.”
“I wish we could tell you,” sighed Salzbrecht, “but we are as puzzled as you. All we know is that on the
evening of June 24 at 2330 New York time, the earth was invaded by probably a thousand 10-balls which spread
over the whole globe.”
“10-Balls? What are they?” queried Dubois in a puzzled voice.
“They are huge affairs as big as a twenty-five storey apartment house. The machines—if they are machines—
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are made up of three tiers of large spheres. The lower tier has six balls, the second three balls, and the top a single
ball, twice as large as the others. They are made of a mirror-like, silvery substance. There are no windows visible
anywhere. Strangest of all, there are no connections or supports between the balls—they all seem to float free, like
giant electrons in an atomic diagram.
“But from the top ball a hazy, purplish tube extends down below the level of the lowest ball-tier. It was this
tube that descended and covered your house, while the rest of the machine floated about 300 feet or thereabouts
above your villa. Normally, the machines stay at an approximate 1,500-foot level.”
“A hazy purple tube that descended over our house, somewhat like the ovipositor of a female insect,” mused
Dubois, lost in thought momentarily. “I presume no government or commercial communication agencies picked
up any special signals,” he said aloud.
“None whatsoever,” affirmed Salzbrecht, “nor did the 10-Balls respond to any of ours, sent over a wide range
of radio frequencies.”
“I had a vague inkling of this,” said Dubois with a knowing look at his wife.
He then gave a twenty-minute resume of their weird experiences, stating all the facts in short, clipped
sentences, just as if he were giving a lecture at Columbia. To questions of what he thought of the invaders, where
they originated, and what their real purpose was on earth, Dubois gave the same answers he had given his wife
that morning.
“Have there been any attacks on us, or did we attack their machines?” Dubois then asked the reporters.
“No offensive on their part,” said Frank Milbright, the Daily Tribune man, “but we attacked them. Yesterday,
according to a Reuter’s news dispatch, one of the 10-Balls hovering over a military establishment on the outskirts
of Stalingrad was fired on by an atomic H-weapon. The missile never touched the 10-Ball machine proper. It
ricocheted about 100 feet from it and exploded: its huge fireball was deflected downward as if an unseen giant
force had slapped it down. In the process, the military establishment was wiped out with the loss of 795 workers,
according to the Russians. The whole area was evacuated on account of the massive radioactivity contamination.
“On or about the same time, a similar attack occurred near a Federal atomic plant near Primpet, Colorado. A
10-Ball was hovering near the big plant for over an hour, when the local Nike-55 Commandant ordered the
brigade to fire. Six of the recently installed Nike-55’s, emplaced in a three-mile ring around the plant, went off
simultaneously. The nonatomic missiles coming from all directions exploded some hundred feet from the 10-Ball,
as if they had hit an invisible wall. The shell debris then scattered harmlessly over the countryside.”
“This was to be expected,” observed the professor. “We probably have no effective weapon on earth to attack
the invaders successfully. It’s like an anthill trying to attack humanity. The 10-Balls are most likely surrounded by
a very powerful energy field, similar to the force that keeps electrons in place within the atom. We’d better save
our ammunition—it’s completely useless against these super-intelligent creatures which are most probably a
million years ahead of us.”
“But,” another reporter wanted to know, “how do the machines communicate with each other? They must have
a leader or commander. And if so, why can’t we intercept their signals?”
“We can’t answer that,” replied Dubois. “We still are woefully ignorant of countless things that have gone on
for millions of years right here on earth. Take, for instance, the ants, the termites and many other insects. They
communicate with each other even when separated. Some species of moths do the same. If you place a certain
female moth\fn{Polyphemus, Promethea, etc.} in an airtight box and put that box in several others, then isolate it
somewhere away from other moths, a male will surely find it. So far we do not know how these communications
occur, nor on what principle they work. Some scientists think it is an odor effect; if that is true, I can only say that
our odor-communication technique is still at a zero level. We simply do not have any instruments or other means
to intercept such signals.
“Exactly so with the invaders. That they have means of communication seems obvious. It may be telepathic or
perhaps they have other means. They may employ extra-long wavelengths or inframicro frequencies completely
out of range of our present-day detecting instruments.
“I wish to advance another thought here which our scientists and electronic specialists might ponder. Has it
occurred to you that nearly all the machines may be robot or ‘slave,’ worked by remote control? As you well
know, we have a number of remote control machines on the moon now. There are 50 or 60 on the Russian moon
zone and over 100 on the U.S. moon sector, all of them operated from earth by electronics via radio.
“Thus, perhaps 999 out of 1,000 10-Balls could be worked by telecontrol from a single leading machine.
Going a step further, the commanding machine could be a master robot, operated itself from outer space, or
wherever they come from. There would, of course, be a number of ‘spare’ commanding 10-Balls should anything
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go wrong with the lead-control machine. But from what I have learned so far, I doubt that they need replacements.
They are too far ahead for that.”
“Another question, Professor, please,” said Prentice Farragut of the Washington, D.C. Herald. “In your
opinion, from what you have observed so far, are the invaders here to attack us, exploit us, carry off people,
perhaps, or are they friendly?”
“I am happy that you brought that up, and I was particularly relieved when I heard that we attacked two of
their machines with negative results. If we, from the earth, had invaded a problematical planet and our space
machines had been attacked and fired upon, what would we have done? Under the rules of warfare, we would
have retaliated instantly, and probably would have sacked the nearest town as an object lesson, wouldn’t we?
“What did the alien invaders do when we attacked them with our best and most powerful weapons? They
ignored us! To me this seems a good omen, at least at the moment. It begins to look as though this is a scientific
research expedition. As our foremost scientists have told us for decades, it is the height of absurdity to believe that
the earth is the only life-carrying planet. There must be millions of such planets in our own comparatively small
universe. Given similar conditions as our own earth experienced during its nearly ten billion years of history, life
would surely appear on some other planet.
“But evolution may vary widely on other worlds. Millions of grotesque species appeared on earth until man—a
late-comer—finally evolved. There may even have been reasoning, intelligent species millions of years ago on
earth, only to vanish for unknown reasons, like the dinosaurs. A similar parallel evolution must have occurred on
countless other worlds. What forms such intelligent species have taken is impossible to know. They may be
mammal, bird, amphibian, insect or an unknown and quite unimaginable species. They may be huge or diminutive
—nature is so full of surprises that the most grotesque creature may become dominant, as so often occurred in the
past on earth.
“Just as humans are certain to explore other worlds in the future, so it was inevitable that sooner or later a race
particularly far advanced in intelligence was bound to discover us and investigate the earth’s dominant creatures.
“As for exploiting us, this is a difficult question. It would seem certain that almost anything that is found on
earth can be found elsewhere in the Universe. That is particularly true of minerals. Spectrum analysis has shown
us that almost every star is composed of the same substances that abound here on earth. Why would a faradvanced race want to traverse hostile space for trillions of miles to mine gold or uranium, when it can be found
at home? I admit that certain minerals might be difficult to get at on another world, but it would seem absurd for
such a super-intelligence, as we have to deal with here, to roam all over the Universe to get it. A super-mind race
that can build advanced machines such as are now visiting us surely can extract deeply hidden minerals from their
own world—if it exists there—without difficulty.
“I admit that there might be worlds short of water—some of our own planets and our own moon have none.
But how would one transport water over great distances in space? Frankly, I do not know.
“Would the invaders carry off people or certain animal species? That is an entirely different speculation. Here
we have to do with an unknown type of life and their reasoning is not so obvious. So let us put ourselves in the
place of a scientist for the moment. Why does an entomologist chase! Butterflies? He studies them and wants to
know everything about them. He breeds them while they are still in the caterpillar stage. He pays attention
particularly to rare types and will go to any lengths and labor to possess them.
“These earth invaders may be similarly motivated. It is logical to assume that the invading intelligence has
probably never seen the like of man. Hence I would not be surprised if they were to carry off people wholesale.
Indeed, it seems they made a good start with my wife and me! What puzzles us is why we were only kept—
unconscious—for twenty-four hours! Then with a wry smile,
“Maybe we were poor specimens for them. Would the stolen humans be kept permanently? How can we
know?” He continued:
“You understand that these can only be random opinions. It has also occurred to me that this 10-Ball fleet may
be only an advance scouting force. We should not discount the possibility that another and totally different one
may make an appearance later—a fleet for an entirely different purpose, which we cannot even imagine at
present.”
“But what can possibly be the purpose of the kind of sex research you described?” another reporter wanted to
know.
“Life is sex—sex is life,” was the answer. “The two are inseparable. I am convinced that our super-intelligence
is a totally different species from us, and inasmuch as we appear to be intelligent to them, it is a foregone
conclusion that they will study us intensely—as would we if the case were reversed.
7

“The human is a biological distillate that has been in an uninterrupted breeding process for hundreds of
millions of years. This the invaders know. What gave us a reasoning intelligence so far superior to other earth
species, to make us the dominant race? We do not know. I am positive, however, that our alien. intruders will want
to solve that problem. To do so they must study the whole race continuously. They must learn how we live, how
we mate, how we breed, the period of gestation, birth processes and thousands of other details, many of which
may be new to them and which they probably can make good use of in their own future. The higher the intellect,
the more its desire to learn.
“Incidentally, while we were investigated sexologically by the invaders, the idea crossed our minds several
times that, outside of the zero gravity, our experience did not differ too much from our own sexanatoria now
dotting the world.”
“A further question, Professor,” a woman news-reporter said. “Would you consider it within the realm of
possibility that the alien entities could mate and breed with humans?”
“Completely impossible, as to the latter,” Dubois replied. “No doubt humans have mated with the great apes
countless times in the course of our long human history, but although they are our cousins, genetically speaking,
there has never been an authenticated case of offspring between these races. I don’t believe that there could be any
children if a male human were to mate with an extra-terrestrial human-like female, or vice versa. In my own
opinion, it is most doubtful that there exists anything exactly human-like outside of this planet. I would be
surprised to find even a great apelike creature on another world.”
“Professor,” said Salzbrecht, “in our latest edition today there are a number of dispatches from all over the
world, relating to cases similar to your own. In every instance, a 10-Ball machine descended over a house or
dwelling place and subjected the people to a variety of enforced sex performances. In most cases the subjects
seemed to be prominent, or at least active in science. What is your interpretation of that?”
“The information does not surprise me in the least. Do not forget that we are dealing with an extraordinarily
high degree of intellect, far beyond anything that has ever occurred on earth. Accordingly, it was inevitable that
they must have received our radio and television signals for a long time—maybe for many years. They probably
recorded and translated them into their own language. Because prominent people the world over are usually
mentioned by name on radio and television, the super-minds stored all such information. This, again, is just one of
the many possible assumptions—there may be dozens of other explanations.
“This leaves open the interesting question: How were the houses of the victims and their exact addresses
learned? Once more I must impress you with the fact that we are not dealing with humans, but with super-minds.
Such a problem to them is, I am positive, child’s play. The chances are overwhelming that we were carefully
watched from a great height, perhaps several hundred miles up, for weeks or more before the actual invasion
began. Minds that can build machines such as theirs must also have far-advanced instrumentation. Their
electronoptical telescopes must be incredibly efficient. It would not surprise me to learn that they can read fine
newsprint through thick walls a thousand miles distant. Don’t our crude television sets, with no aerial, receive
good programs through thick walls seventy-five miles away?
“It should be no trick for them to read a closed telephone directory from two hundred miles up, right through a
building. It’s all in the correct focusing and transmitting of energy. Again I must observe that they may use
entirely different means which we in our ignorance can’t even imagine.
“Why do they pick out persons who are prominent or active in science? I think I know the answer to that.
When a researcher wishes to study bees, he takes great precautions not to disturb them. He knows his time will be
wasted if he sticks his gloved hand into the hive. He makes his preparations with infinite care and planning.
Wherever he can, he uses instruments for more effective observation. The bees never know they are being studied.
“The invading entities probably use the same reasoning. By selecting scientists and prominent people they feel
that their actions will be better and more quickly understood. Thus their own research will be far more successful
than if they had to deal with panicky hordes. The super-minds calculate correctly that scientists particularly are
apt to quiet the population once they are assured that the invasion is ‘friendly.’
“And now, ladies and gentlemen, you must excuse us. We have had a difficult time, as you must realize. There
is a tremendous amount of work ahead for us scientists and we must get organized rapidly, if we are to do any
good in these critical times.” …
1920
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1
Ferveurs surgies des gorges de chair
trombes glauques
et ces pieuvres aux rosaces qui flamboient
*
Quand les lèvres aspirent le reflux
elles retombent de leur poids de planète
de silence perlé
*
Ailleurs, les villes sont des objets à saisir
leur feuillage éphémère sur la ligne d’horizon
*
Ô distance qui sépare les choses et les corps
la bouche de sa faim, la flamme du brasier
Ô désir du désir séparé
Intrus sans nom
au cur des étreintes et des mots
*
C’est le roi masqué, immobile et fuyant
le cercle sans rayons, le point dément
qui éteint le cœur de la nuit
même s’il bleuit le bord des matins
et sème parfois des sources
*
Quand la graine tombe des mailles du tricot
l’air n’habite plus le volume de son corps
et l’écume se dissout
Ô filets vides! Vergers sûris!
*
A la commissure des eaux et du ciel
le noir se hausse.
2
Dans les marges du jour
ces éclats de sabots
ces mots sans allégeance
ces longues lumières qui vont s’effilant
jusqu’au grain du miroir
où glissent les corps avant de sombrer …
*
Sur les crêtes et jusqu’aux bords
ces fleurs que les lances du vent érigent
et font fléchir dans les ombres en retrait
lucides pourtant …
*
Et les portes battent sur le sel
la ferveur du mica en ses portraits
les galbes fortuits qui lévitent
la fatigue des fonds
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*
Ici l’herbe est grise dans la cour
Les arbres au loin ont la tête en bas
maisons amnésiques
*
Ô les vitres claires des saisons
les yeux des enfants
et leurs rires, ces textes légers
qui se mêlent aux feuilles.
3
Rien que le feu d’une flamme bleue
comme d’un regard perdu
et la montagne est une goutte de sueur sur un front …
*
Quand les ciels se superposent dans le cœur
ELLE est l’or au berceau du silence
minuit si blanc qu’l oublie les champs et devient diaphane
*
C’est l’or sur les draps qui troue le blanc
le sceau du très vieux roi dont l’œil n’a pas terni
sous les paupières de pierres et de lilas …
… la mer qui enjambe l’osier et la rampe du temps
ses embruns sur l’or sigillé
le soled aux ombres portées …
*
Cette fleur embrase les pentes et les cimes au loin
le ciel qui coule dans les grottes et s’enfonce dans le corps
Apatride ou triomphant, la nuit seule l’a conçu
ses chemins aux yeux clos, plaines et monts
monstres—papillons comme syllabes dernières
montant à contre-jour …
… cet or éteint
*
Et tu descends de tes collines de lumière
homme aux buissons de feu
d’aurores et de cimes de pluie
*
Ton ventre est d’or et de roc comme ton nom, tes
yeux qui savent
et voient des pays dans les lits de ceux qui s’en vont
*
La surface gelée du lac porte le reflet des troupeaux
la claire tourmente des laines rassemblées
Ô le centre de ton corps, berger
et tes ceintures d’espace!
*
Roi sans esclaves
les fleurs montent vers toi dans les chambres petites
Tu es l’arbre des flacons branchés sur le sang
le pâtre sur les dalles de la mer qui se tait
dans les pas qui avancent …
*
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Vois, quand elle coud des morceaux de somineil
les fleurs se mettent à songer
les serpents s’enroulent autour des soleils
*
Au fond des foins resserrés
e vin fermente et circule
comme un ciel majeur
*
Quand la pierre se pose enfin sur la page du jour
un seul prénom gardera ses lèvres de soie
*
Voici le front vers le haut et l’herbe de feu doublant les vallées …
Celui-là en quittant a jeté ses sandales …
Il y a dans un coin de rouges sanglots
et comme des rayons qui tombent de grandes peintures
*
Ô toi l’or, le roi quiet, le roi sans mots
Quand tu délègues ton bâton de source et de soleil
les peuples veillent sur tes pentes
*
Il résidait dans cet été lointain
qui fondait une fin de lavande et de soir
*
Ô membranes des noces dans les pierres et les eaux
et cette crue dans les yeux
qui reflète le rien
ou bien
ces lumières qui tournent.
4
Avec des ciels déchaussés
et des troupeaux perdus
midi bascule
*
Ô laines sonores dans les lentes montées
leurs œufs et leurs rubans
et ces rondes apprises pour les fêtes
les pages couronnées!
*
La tristesse de chaque fleur
est une vallée
une perle vide
*
Oü la peau qui buvait les étés
l’espace dans l'ovale de l'amande aboli
les moissons de tiges folles
*
Nulle porte West ouverte
Le grain noircit sur les seuils
la nuit a perdu ses des
*
Alors les forces s'élevaient au-dessus des mots
Elles touchaient le bas de la robe des dieux
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géants pdtris de brasiers
vitrails lévitant vers ce point de l'ceil
que les matins ensoleillent et que bronzent les soirs
la Vierge Noire qui trône en ses quartiers
*
Ils diftrent delle-même
et la proclament pourtant
comme le font les pus au creux des pensées
*
Que sappose le bleu a la page de feu dans le blanc
quarrivent les drapeaux dune joie quelconque
des fleurs remplies de tous les sorts!
*
Que tourne le temps sans merci sur des gonds de vertige.
5
Ce ne serait rien
les yeux fermés sur les foréts
les feuilles à lécriture de silence
les terres sans amarre dans le vent...
*
Mais trouver ce qui rit et jubile
tel cet anneau de soleil
l’unique élu des papillons
Les collines se reposent en lui avant de parler
*
C’est de l’or en partance
un vaisseau d’écumes et d’orages
la lune certaine aux lèvres des ponts
*
Les cieux seraient d’abeilles et grandiraient
sonores ci souverains
sources où l’ivresse blanchit
comme l’oeil de la déesse au creux de la roche
*
Dans les plis du vent soudain la sagesse
l’allégeance au taureau
sa noire lumière et son poids de stupeur
*
Banderilles de l’air!
Triomphe du vide où vibrent les étés
*
Ne prendre garde aux notes qui descendent le jour en troupeaux
aux laines que trient les épines de l’aurore
aux parois sans appel
celles qui gardent le bleu pour l’enfant …
*
Dans les matins qui meurent
il y a comme le jour
une paume sans mots
et des reflets
*
Comme il marcherait dans le temps
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sa table serait le balcon suspendu dans l’extase du berger
un plateau de neiges et de fleurs …
*
Ô toi la tourmente et les noces dans le blanc
lignes vides et buissons ardents!
Les cailloux de l'air sous-tendent le vol
de ces terres sans nom
sous ton ciel épuisé.
6
Entre voyages et reflets
le rythme d’un bord
ses enfants prolongés
*
L'eau est de hanches agiles
de ronde planète
de regards quittés
Ô paysages perdus
soleil dans un collier …
*
Les miroirs mangent la mort
et les arbres de grandes histoires
Ce sont étoiles qui ouvrent la vue
où prend forme le vent.
7
Peu importent les soleils épousés le long des côtes
où respire la mer
dans un livre d’images
*
Peu importent les nombres des miroirs et des pluies
L'enfant est tacite, il est l’élu d’une fleur
prise dans les rochers
*
Le sculpteur élève ses gestes jusqu’au feu des sommets
où circulent les esprits dans les verres de l’espace
au bord des soleils à venir
*
Ô les miroirs de l'enfant
ses pertes de conscience
ses flûtes bleues, ses tambours et ses tresses
l’enfant aux ronces agrippant ses chevilles
l’enfant aux roses
qui rencontre Dieu
dont les yeux n’ont pas de fin
et créent le monde
*
L’enfant fou, le roi-pêcheur
qui traverse les miroirs
dont le corps remonte le temps
l’enfant sans bagage
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8
Bétonne ta face
le jaune et le ciel ont sûri
la mer se désagrège
Ô brumes peineuses\fn{l’expression est de Jeanne Bourin} des fonds!
Le sommeil est un sac de cuir
rouge demeuré
comme le corps du silence …
*
… sa lenteur de roseaux
son été étoilé
sans issue dans le sang.
9
Il y a des lignes tremblées
et des bruits si vieux
que la pluie hésite sur les toits
*
Les miroirs ont bu
les amours, les étreintes
dans ces hôtels où passent les poissons
*
Les choses ferment mal
Elles ont l’embrasure du silence
D’où senvolent les enfants …
Et meurent les soleils dans la cour
*
Comme des trous dans les mailles d’un filet
ces lacunes dans le texte …
Azur profond qu’aucune voix n’atteindra.
10
Il y eut des anges
touffus comme de jeunes miroirs
et dans les sourires surgis
des esprits que déporte le vent
les jours de grand blé
de leurre insensible
*
Le temps alors
songeait à faire la toupie
sur la pointe d’un seul pied
*
Ce fut comme une nuit coiffée d’horizons
la lumière hors d’elle-même
la revanche, le pur degré
*
Il y eut des haleines tressées
sur les murailles de l’air
la vie dans tous ses états
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le sel sur les crêtes en fleur
et l’oubli à la bouche.
11
Ancré dans la terre
l’automne sans écho, sans cheval
sans aimant
*
C’est l’enfant aux yeux fermés
c’est la mer bousculée
dans tous ses lingots
*
Inerte seigneur
les robes tombées le long de ton corps
seront la pudeur
*
C’est l’heure où l’horizon se creuse
où s’enterre le temps
et les feuilles du vent, toutes
*
Sur leurs mains de levier
une peau d’océan
où vont les barques.
12
Ce ne sont que noeuds empierrés et genoux en fureur
Les eaux ne montent plus du sommeil
*
Oü les bouches qui buvaient aux brasiers
ces signes qui dérivent en silence?
*
Ô tams-tams délayés des troupeaux
douceur des monuments de l’espace
sourires dans les pentes surgis
*
La terre ne ferme plus
sa taille est noire comme son œil …
*
Mais cet éclat parfois
ce mercure dans l’angle mort
ces reflets où s’écrasent les saisons.
13
Ce n’est pas la nuit
le visage du jour non plus
Il y a de longs regards sans écho
et rien ne sépare de l’absence
aucun masque, même nu
aucun ciel dans ses chutes
*
Rien, sinon ce très petit cheval
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et ces promesses de pluie
à l’ombre d’un saule.
14
Armé de fortes branches
il a planté les saisons, toutes
les soleils
et l’ivresse de l’oiseau
*
Il a mordu les pierres
dans les marges des terres
*
Mais les soirs qu’il portait
furent de fine faïence
de distances étoilées
et de grands magnolias.
15
Dire que ces yeux ne changent les yeux qui les voient
l’aurore pourtant les unit
*
Dire que le blanc travaille les noeuds de l’air
comme la nuit
que les champs soulèvent le ciel
où vacille le tissu de la mer
*
Dire les envols au fond d’une voix
pareils à de jeunes oiseaux
*
Ô l’étrange allégresse du vitrail
le couchant exhaussé
qui tient la main de justice.
16
Les jeux légers s’enroulent autour de la hampe
et se diluent dans l’air
serpentins qu’un seul regard détache
Sur les trilles du matin
dimanche rit
prodige sans accroc.
17
Qui va plus loin que l’enfant
que l’abeille et les vitres du vin?
Quelle vie le couronne? Quelle vie concernée?
*
Tout est vertige
et vague vitesse et noir tranchant
hormis l’image de ce grand jardin
où le buis s’incline et fleurit
16

sous la nappe qu’il offre au soleil
sa neige précise et brodée.
18
Qui a troué l’émail des cadrans
allumé la forge des fièvres
et détourné les marées?
Qui a désaxé les chariots du ciel?
*
Ô terres noircies!
Montée des vents
jusqu’aux gibets
où sont les ruines
que nul ne comprend …
19
Soudain ces grands gestes muets
ces failles dans le temps
ces bouches aux lèvres de glaise
*
Aucun soleil pourtant n’a coulé
aucune chute n’a eu lieu
les saisons portent leurs armes
*
les miroirs mangent les cris
et ton visage de ciel nu
surgit à leur surface
*
Viens, demeure ou viens encore
Avec toi, la terre retrouve l’âge des feux premiers.
20
Il a porté des veux, des montagnes et des oiseaux
la ruée des taureaux
des fleurs aux sept mystères, des marges en chapiteaux
*
Il a connu des coeurs et des chemins
des reliefs embrasés
le pain au fond des armoires du vent
*
Il a vu des visages, des choses tournant le dos
des élans dévoyés, des cadrans de pluie comme de
grandes larmes
*
Il a allumé des pommes de pin dans les granges où
rayonnaient les sexes de soleil
*
Il a aidé les vents à tourner sur les pentes
sifflé les chiens du soir pour que vienne le soir
vêtu les saisons d’ailes, de manteaux de nuit et de
ciels d’apoplexie
17

*
Il a ramassé dans la poussière des hélices perdues
subi affronts et tortures. Et puis
il a appris le coude où le tison décide de brûler
le point où la corde est usée, la faille où s’ancrent
les chardons et les ronces autrefois suspendues dans le bleu
et le cœur des pierres quand l’herbe les domine
*
Il a trouvé un gosier doux d’ivresse pour dire le ciel
de sa fin.
21
Il y a une main gantée de suie
sur le corps des buissons
de regards qui échouent dans leurs branches
comme une mer brève
un éclat du Nord vert-de-grisé
*
Ô cendres sans voix dans les plis
algues des aisselles
fuite des ciels aux allées interdites
*
Alors il portait des images
La unit même était ses yeux
où brillaient vaguement des lois très anciennes
*
Patience, vous qui m’effleurez
La fonte frémit qui garde la forme
*
C’est une bouche ouverte
un point d’orgue sur l’eau
qu’un soleil a lissé
pour qu’il roule au bord
et fasse tomber le temps
*
C’est un ciel qui se rend
un depart de feu sur une feuille de pluie
un cheval fourbu portant l’aurore sur son col
comme un destin étrange …
*
Il fait sonner le sang
et ses images varient dans la course
tel un fleuve que l’œil accélère
tel un fleuve que l’œil accélère
sur l’acier
le bouclier frôlé par les fables
*
L’enfant était de marbre mourant
dans les parcelles de l’air
Il était le pain absent
au bout des choses qui tombent
par univers entiers
*
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Il était le corps du vent déplacé
un fil d’araignée dans le vide d’un œil
ô bouche close et front sur l’eau …
*
Les pierres de la tour s’envolent
leur souffle est de silence …
Maison, membranes bleues
rayons et atomes dans les mains du buis
rayons sans chemin dans la nuit
où les choses, comme lui, apprennent à mourir.
22
Ce sont ouvrages d’art
boucles abondantes
voix résonnant dans les heaumes
prudences et défis
et leurs bouches dévastées
*
Ce furent aiguilles dormeuses
coups du sort par le sort ignorés
papiers de cerfs-volants
*
Ce furent les marches dans une tour
les amours
et les morts
avec le printemps au fond
et l’ozone des rires
*
Je délègue mes pouvoirs
les fontaines du soleil
les cerbères dans les gares
les cascades et les progrès
*
Pour un sang qui dure
je serai la nuit
le ciel au gros dos
la faille qui se ramifie
et la folie qui assiste aux batailles.
23
Il y eut l’horloge usée par les regards
un fleuve conscient de sa propre lenteur
mais de ce pays à cette terre
nulle image
De source non plus
mais la vague qui frappe
tel vertige à la porte
*
Ô le grenat de Bohême
dont tournoient les lucioles
*
Il détient ses tours
19

ses cornes de bélier
ses cathédrales
ses joues à jamais
son enseigne
*
Sans croisements, sans regards
dans l’expansion figée des frondaisons
elle fut cette stupeur
et le sucre de son ventre
et le chant accéléré
la vigueur des rubans et leur grâce
*
De pierre vive
de sang monté et serti
ces entités légères
météorites et basiliques en miroir
ce fut l’enfant aux métaphores guerrières
aux ombres cunéiformes
épousant les saisons du del
*
Jai déchiré le temps
je l’ai trouvé
il n’était pas le roc
il n’était pas le fleuve
la danse non plus ni le feu
Pur moment dans le cuir de l’air
son osier tressé
*
Ô la joie pressée de grandir
tige d’une ardeur qui ne se penche
*
Ce furent chemins de dimanche
trépidations
dans les craintes liminaires
*
Au pied des images
nous nous étagerons
miroirs sonores
dans les nuits amplifiées
les nuits sans retour.
24
Ô profondeur des colonnes!
L’innocence en elles tremblait de se voir plus grande que l’or
Et ces corps allégés que touche parfois le vent quand
il s’incline et fait silence!
*
C’était un dernier banc dans le soir, le nom perdu de
la forêt, une ronde d’enfants sur l’assiette
d’autrefois …
*
Ô ferveur des pluies quand fuient les chênes avec
leurs voix sur la ronde qui les porte!
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Ô l’enfant outragé, sa fièvre haute comme la table
et la tour
et nul secours au tournant, sinon ELLE
*
Elle vient de la vague Italie. Elle est fine, elle est
forte
C’est un verre gravé de Bohême
C’est la flamme qui le fait chanter et déborder le vin
sur son drap
C’est la femme dans le noir
et il tremble à jamais dans ses bras.
25
Il a dormi avec les roses, dans les grandes artères
de leurs bras
Il a dormi au bord des eaux rompues
sur les livres grands ouverts et les roseaux
*
Il n’a pas fait halte devant le silence
Sa poste s’en est allée avec ses chevaux fourbus
d’écume et de noir
Il a avalé les fleuves jusqu’aux noeuds que fait
l’horizon quand il le regarde
*
Il a épousé les ailes, rapide comme elles et lent dans
l’espace chantourné
Ô les créneaux de la tour qui sommaient les vagues
et faisaient une couronne à sa nuit!
*
Pierres précieuses entre toutes, ces rayons, ces voies
de lumières qui fusaient
cette sole qui brillait sur leurs chemins
*
Il n’a pas touché la douceur, la nudité en elles des
femmes sur les lits de son temps …
*
Il n’a pas regardé les arcs-en-ciel
Il a fermé les paupières sur un silence plus grand que lui
Et puis il a chanté dans les forêts, les spirales qu’elles
font quand elles inspirent et expirent à la fin des
siècles, quand le temps nouveau s’interroge
*
Ô les étés passés
et tant absents de la rose des vents
la rose de son cœur
la seule qui voyage
quand il dort.
26
Il marchait dans sa tête, il allait dans les pierres
dans l’or du soir qui se rompt
Il était le silence, il était la saison
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l’entame de son chant dans le feu, son brasier, une
aube de blé comme un cœur qui bat …
Quand le ciel marchait en lui, il ne tremblait pas
*
C’était le souffle tendu dans les nombres légers, que
sa bouche aspirait, et donnait à sa voix
Ô béances blessées de bonté, la soie en elle comme
un ciel majeur qui ne ploie
*
Et il montait, de neige drapé, choeur de lances lucides
Il montait dans la pluie, les vagues qui brillaient vers elle
Tous halos emportés, les prières, les miroirs, le
vertige des sommets
*
Ô sources tremblées à la base de hampes nouvelles
bourgeons d’eau, îies dans les brumes dissipées
et ces fonds de nuit où Orphée chante!
Ô regards ralentis de la mort
le corps qui l’habite
et l’arc tombé du sommeil …
*
Mais il va vers celle qui l’attend dans sa voix de ruisseau
Il marche comme la mer réservée à ses pas
Cette lumière
Cette maison …
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